
Comments on the paper by Steven B Krivit 

Robi n Marshall January 20 19, updated May 2019. 

Comments on and criticism on the content of the paper 

Let me stan with a quote from Mr Krivit's paper: 
"According to the myth, Rutherford bombarded nitrogen nuclei with 

energetic alpha panicles, and in doing so, became the world's first 
successful alchemist, changi ng the element nitrogen into the elemen! 
oxygen." 

Dealing with this lirst. it is not a myth. it is true and I shlill re-write it: 
"According to all known fac ts, Rutherford bombarded nitrogen nuclei 

with helium nuclei and observed the production of hydrogen nuclei 
and noting with surprise thllt the main recoil nucleus behllved more 
like oxygen than ni trogen, thereby irrefutably demonstrating nuclear 
transmutation, changing one element into another and becoming the 
world·s first successfu l alchemist:· 

One can add that he also showcd that the hydrogen nuclei (protons) did 
not come from the as which he had already recognised as being unusulilly 
stable, nor from the radioactive source itself, a possi bility not excluded by 
Marsden and Lan/sberry's 1913- 1914 experiments. 

The next fundamental flaw in Krivit's paper is to confuse and make 
no distinction between the actual physiclll process that was happening 
(detennined by the way the universe behaves) and what Krivit e rroneously 
thinks that some people were thinking at the time was happening (wrong 
physics). Krivit even gets the wrong physics wrong. 

It is instructive to draw a comparison with two other revolutionary 
discoveries in physics: 

I) The panon structure of nucleons via deep inelastic scattering. 
2) The discovery of the J/1/I particle. 
Both discoveries earned the recognition of a Nobel prize and were unar

guably credited 10 their initial discoverers. And yet at (he time, in the case 
of 1) it was thought that the scattering was just off three charged valence 
quarks. Only later did the full understanding of the relative roles of valence 
quarks, sea quarks and gluons became clear. But quite rightly, no credit 
was taken fro m the initial pioneers who fully understood the importance 
and impact of their discovery, Similarly, in the case of the J/1/I, there was 
much debate at the time as to what the narrow resonance was and only later 
was it recognised 10 be a quark-antiquark bound state. But both Sam Ting 
and Bun Richter knew the huge importance of the demonstration of new 
physics. Today, nobody qualifies the discovery by saying that they didn't 
know completely what it was at the time. 
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Likewise, Rutherford knew what was happening and that he had 
changed one element into another. That is irrefutable. 

It is also not true, despite Kri vit's wrong assenion, that Rutherford 
did not observe the oxygen nucleus. He not only recorded the final state 
nucleus, which was expected to be nitrogen, but made the "suprising 
observation" that its range (determined by atomic number and veloci ty) 
made it looked more like oxygen. 

I could stop the discussion here; Rutherford set up an initial state of 
helium (a particles) and nitrogen nuclei, observi ng a final state of hydrogen 
and what appeared to be oxygen. This is transmutation. To borrow a phrase 
used by Eddington in his Prcsidcntial address to the British Association 
in 1920 (more of which below) Rutherford 's transmutation experiment 
ensured that corpses were buried. So 1 shall continue, to ensure coffin 
lids arc screwed down and placed six feet under. 

Now to the diagrams presented in Krivif s paper, The first one even 
gives a incorrect picture of what Rutherford thought might be happening 
and it is wrong in both physics and morals to assign such an image 
10 Rutherford and then criticise him for the author's misconception and 
mistake. Rutherford made no mention in his paper IV of the fate of the ct 
that resulted from what he called the disruption. Rutherford accurately and 
correctly described what is now termed in physics as an "inclusive inelastic 
scattering process" which mcans only the proton is observed and all other 
possibilities for the residue are indudcd. The first of Krivi l's diagrams did 
nOI happen in the laboralOry nor in Rutherford's head, 

In summary here, both Rutherford and Bl ackett and indeed, James 
Chadwick and Etienne Bi6ler in the immediate years thereafter, all 
observed transmutation. It is wrong to remove the discovery of artificial 
transmutation from Rutherford's portfolio, by presenting the first diagram. 

At the time, the neutron lay undiscovered and the prevailing model of 
the nucleus was that it was composed of protons and electrons. Rutherford 
took this a step further, extending his knowledge of the stability of ct 
particles to an (incorrect) belief that nitrogen not onl y had 14 prolOns and 
7 electrons, but that 12 of the protons and 6 of the electrons formed:') a
particles within the nucleus with two residual protons waiting 10 be ejected 
by the projectile. This incorrect view, which Rutherford still propounded 
in his Gollingen lecture of 1931 (you can listen to him saying it here - via 
the lOp link on the page hllp :llwww.robinmarshaILeu/videocatalogue.htm l) 
was shared by all at the time, even Blacken and there is no more 
juslification to strip Rutherford of his transmutat ion discovery than there 
would be to strip Blackett. 
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What actually happened between 1919 and 1925 

At the 1921 Solvay Confcrc nce. Rulhcrford gavc a rapporteur talk. La 
strucfllre de {'atome, reproduced in full in the proceedings in French and 
surely unread by Krivil. In this talk, which overlaps with his Bakerian 
lecture the previous year, he discussed the changes to the nucleus in a 
section called "Artifici al disi ntegration of elements". The Solvay talk 
described all the details of the transmutation experiments carried out by 
himself in Manchester. It shows without a doubt that the international 
physics community in 1921 talked normally about transmutation and uscd 
both Rutherford's preferred notation "disintegration", which Bl ackett 
himsel f used later as well as transmutation. In the discussion thai followed 
the talk, Jean Baptis te Perrin I made a remark of considerable vision. I 
have translated it into English: 

M. Perrin - I think. in learni ng of Sir Ernest Rmherford's beautiful 
discoveries on the dislocation of atomic nuelei by a-rays, we have all been 
struck by the fact that lhe hydrogen aloms exlracted from lhe nucleus can 
hi: launched, in any direction. with a kinetic energy greater than that of the 
projectile (especially for aluminium and phosphorus), The astonishment 
comes from the fact that the phcnomenon can be likened to the action 
of a projectile that knocks out a piece from an assemhly, and launches 
it from that distant location, roughl y in the direction of impact, with an 
energy necessarily less than of the projectile. The lIery experiences of 
Mr. Rutherford seem to prove that we must give up this idea of a mere 
collision. The projectile has, because of its high speed. and despi te a 
strong electrical repulsion, arrived, very slowly in the immediate vicinity 
of the nucleus. At this moment, a "transmutat ion" occurs, probably 
consisting of an intranuclear rearrangement, with possihle capture of the 
" incident" nucleus (because we do not know what it becomes). emission 
of the hydrogen nucleus forming the observed H-ray, and perhaps even 
with other. less important projections. There is no reason. looking at it this 
way, for the projectile H emi tted "to remember" lhe direction of the ini tial 
shock nor for ils energy (borrowed partly from the intra-nuclear electrical 
energy) to be less than that of the incident projectile. If, for example, the 
struck aluminium nucleus captures the pmjectile a and emits no electm ns, 
it remai ns, after the emission of the projectile H, an atom whose mass is 
(27 + 4 - I) . and whose atomic number is (13 + 2 - I), i.e. 14. therefore 
an isotopic atom of silicon. Other hypotheses are easy. Perrin in 192 1 
used the word ·'transmutation" to describe Rutherford's discovery and 
Krivit simply cannot undo that, 100 years later. The truth is on the record. 

'Born t870. Nobel Prize t926 
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Rutherford laconicall y replied to Perrin, probably in English but 
printed in French in the proceedings, so my translation back might not be 
precisely what he said: 

Mr. Rutherford - 11 may well be that the particle has entered into 
some sort of temporary combination with the nucleus. 

Rutherford did subsequently acknowledge Perrin's contribution in a 
paper Disintexratiol! of atomic fludei publ ished in Nature 115, 19 15 
pp493-494, where he reproduced "a selection of remarks by him (Perrin) 
in fu lL as the above publication (Solvay Proceedings) may not be generall y 
accessible to readers of Nalllre". (i.e. iI's in French.) Rutherfo rd also 
mentioned in this paper, that he had received a short preprim from 
Petlersson and Kirsch in June 1924, describing prelim inllry experiments 
where protons had been liberated from carbon and aluminium by bom
barding with a -particles, where the authors suggested that the a might 
be captured. Indeed, Hans Petterssen (Goteborgs Hoskola) had already 
presented his model at a meeting of the UK Physical Society, with the 
written version received November S, 1923. The discussion following 
the vcrbal presentation was printed together with the paper in Vol 36 of 
the proceedings, pp I94-204 llnd one of Rutherford's former underlings, 
Edward Neville da Costa Andrade, immediately launched into a scathing 
attack, saying " ... it is a poor basis for this load ofspceulation." He likened 
Petterssen's work to a man who had measured the size of a box, shaken it 
and detennined it contained pieces of metal and then started speculati ng 
on the dates of the coins in the box!. To be riled hy Andrade was a honour 
of which only the best were worthy, but in his tirade, Andrade made one 
remark that is very relevant to Steven Krivit's article and that was ", . . the 
distinction between the satellite and explosion theories J is mainly a ques
tion of words at the present stage." It still is 96 years later. 

Some say that Rutherford clung tenaciously to his satellite model of 
the nucleus but 1 find no more evidence for this than 1 do for Krivit's 
myth. Rutherford never clung to lost causes and after Perrin's input at 
Solvay 1921, it was a natural consequence thaI he gol his latest underling, 
Blacket!' a new Royal Society Moseley Fellow, 10 use a Wilson cloud 
chamber, which Rutherford adored, to son out the tru th. Rutherford had 
a tendency to keep his cards dose to his chest. Even one of his closest 
underl ings in Manchester, Ernest Marsden. thought that around 1911 , 
Rutherford took the data that Geiger and Marsden had measured on the 

2Rulhaford is often wrongl)' allribul"d as having likened wide angle u s.callerin); 10 
hring a 15 inch shell at a ,heer of lissue paper and having il oounce hack ar you. In fael ir 
waS Andr.td~ who said il. Il waS the surt of thing Andrade said. 

3= 1loe twO diagrams in Krivi \ 's paper. marked copyright. which I shall respect. 
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scattering of a particles off gold and sat in his office till the penny dropped. 
Nothing was further from the truth. Rutherford did si t in his office but he 
was writing letters almost daily to W H Bragg (the elder) and J J Thomson 
discussing the phenomenology whilst keeping the Manchester data up his 
sleeve so only Rutherford had the fu l1 picture. All the evidence is that 
Rutherford did not blab to Chadwick, Bieler and Blackett about the input 
from Perrin and Petlerssen. but let them get on with iI, undistracted. 

Marsden is worth quoting. In his talk at the Rutherford Jubilee 
Conference in Manchester in 1961. he said of Rutherford's 19 19 
experiment 'This was the first observed case of artificial transmutation of 
atoms." This is a first hand statement from someone with close first hand 
knowledge, who was there at the time and who is credited in Rutherford's 
paper IV with having helped to collect data. 

But what docs Blackett himself have to say about the situation'! Does 
he give a clue, because I will bclieve him. a physics Nobel prizewinner, 
more than Krivit wi th a business degree. The best text I can find dates from 
1954 when Blackett gave the Rutherford memorial lecture of that year. It 
was reproduced in the 1961 Rutherford Jubilee Conference proceedings 
and here is what Blackett said in his lecture "Memories of Rutherford'· on 
the 26th of November 1954: 

'· 1 succeeded in 1924 in taking within a few months some 25 thousand 
photographs showing the tracks of 400 thousand a-part icles, and amongst 
these tracks discovered six which clearly represented the process of atomic 
disintegration discovered previously by Rutherford. The novel result 
deduced from these photographs was that the a was itself captured by the 
nitrogen nucleus with the ejection of a h.r;drogen atom, so producing a new 
ami then unknown isotope of oxygen. I 0." 

Thi s dispatches and demolishes Krivi t's main thrust; Blackett also uses 
the word "disintegration" and gives credit for the discovery to Rutherford. 

Marsden's early work on detecting fast protons 

But there is still Marsden·s early work to dispose of. He in 1913, and 
then together with Walter Lantsberry in 1914, obsen'ed fast H particles 
and thought they might be coming from the radioactive source of the as 
itself. This work is significant because the H particles as they were called, 
were known to be hydrogen nuclei. 11 was not known however. that they 
were a constituent of all nuclei, Rutherford was already excited that they 
might be coming from radioactive nuclei which were known to emit a . {3 
and y ray~. Adding H-particles to the list was a minor revolution. They 
turned OUi of course 10 he comi ng from collisions with nitrogen in the air. 
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What does Abraham Pals say? 

The most thorough, perceptive, reliable and trustworthy historical account 
of the development of physics during this period of interest is that by 
Abraham Pais in his book Inward BOlilld. He lived through much of the 
period, workcd wi th those in thc field and spent over 40 years writing his 
book. There is not a glimmer in his account of anything that might support 
Krivit's notion and he also quotes the exchange between Rutherford 
and Soddy (see below) when they observed natural transmutation. It is 
probably where I first read the quote wh ich shows Rutherford's aversion to 
the word "transmutation". Jou le's contribution to the law of conservation 
of energy is not in question just because he never used the word '"energy"'. 
This was not due to any aversion to the word as such. but because that word 
was not uscd used to describe what we now call energy. Joule callcd it I'is 
vitae, the force of life. 

Summary of observations 

1913- 1914: Marsden observed anomalously fast H particles but didn'! 
know their origin. 

1919: Rutherford observed fast H particles and correctly deduced that 
thcy arose from transmutation and made the "surprising observation" that 
oxygen also appeared to be present in the final state. 

1921: Perrin proposed that an intermediate compound nucleus may be 
formed foll owing a capture. 

1923- 1924: KiNCh and Petterssen proposed Perrin 's model without citing 
him and presented measurements to support their proposal. 

1925: Blackett published his cloud chamber work confinning all previous 
work that transmutation had been observed. At the same time, Rutherford 
published a separate paper mcntioni ng Blackctt's results and linked them 
10 Pcrrin's proposal fo ur years previously. 

The conclusion is thaI Rutherford was the first to observc AND identify 
the phenomenon of induced nuclear transmutation. His discovery was then 
confirmed by further thought and experiment. To him goes the bulk of the 
credit. and if anyone has not been given enough credit, it is Perrin. 

Alchemy 

Rutherford was very reluctant to use the word "transmutation"' and used 
"disintegration"' instead, a detail of deliberate vocabulary When he 
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and Soddy real ised that radioactivity caused an element to naturally 
change into another, Soddy claims that he yelled " Rutherford, this is 
transmutation: the thorium is disintegrating and transmuting it~elf into 
argon (si(;) gas: Ruth(;rford replied. "For Mike's4 sake. Soddy. don't (;all 
it trJnsmutation. They'll have our heads ofT as a!Chemist~." 

Finally, if I may say - far from me be it to interfere with the editorial 
judgements of your prestigious journal. but if an article is published 
in 2019 about the first successful alchemy in 1919. and the only place 
mentioned is Cambridge and not Manchester, I will not be alone in writ ing 
a letter to The Times . Neither Cambridge nor Manchester has a need for 
borrowed feathers . 

Post script for physicists - the actual nuclear reaction 

It is of interest to re(;onstru(;! the nuclear process in the light of modern 
knowledge. This shows Rutherford's usc of the word "disintegnltion" and 
his view that thc observed proton was peripheral in the nuclear structure. 
to be actually nearer the truth than a global ann waving transmutation, 

In nuclear parlance, the observed reaction was l~N(a,p)IJO and the 
IJOisotope is stable, so no problems there. In trying to understand 
the intermed iate process. there is no perfect absolute picture because it 
can only be des(;ribcd as a sequence of simultaneously occurring wave
functions with varying time dependent probabilities. The final state wave
fu nction must be finite during the existence of the initial state wave
function or else the whole process could not proceed. In such a process. the 
nuclear force is a mess and can be likened to a dynamic interaction between 
molecules bound by ionic. covalent, metallic etc forces, where the funda
mental Coulomh force that made the molecules is a ~imple inverse square 
law, hut the forces between molecules have no simple form . Here, the 
QCD fore(;s between quarks and the gluon quanta arc th(; eq uivalent of the 
Coulomb fOfc(; and the forces oclwe(;11 nucleons in the a and nitrogen and 
the forces octween the two nuclei arc. as stated, a tOlal mess. But we could 
get a panial picture by using the shell model and liquid drop model, but 
even then, neither can tell the whole story. 

In descrihing how an a-particle and a nitrogen nucleus eventually 
become a proton and an isotope of oxygen, either quali tatively or quan
titatively, you first need to write down or at least note the amplitude of 
the various channels through which the process can proceed. I shall list a 
few. but the totality is limited only by imagination. This is a good place to 
dispense with the terms "disintegration process" and "integration process". 
These have no more place in the context of this discussion than Rutherford 

4Mik" was commonly us.::d a~ a 'pohle' substitute for Christ up lililhe end of th" t91h 
century, when il wa~ st"adily repla""d h)' Pele. 
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and Bl acketCs belief at the time that the nitrogen nucleus contained 14 
protons and seven electrons. Better words are "fi ssion", when a nucleus 
fragments into pieces and "fusion" when two nuclei fuse 10 form a new 
one. 

I: The a -partide on encountering the nitrogen, fused (fusion) to form 
a compound nudeus which would have the quantum numbers of a fluorine 
isotope (!~F), by necessity in an excited state. This isotope is unstable and 
decays by positron emission (indeed exploited in PET scanners for thi s 
reason). But some excited states can decay by proton emission 10 J~O and 
this is a valid route here, in fact it is probably the dominant intermediate 
state with the biggest amplitude. 

2: When the nuclear extent of the a -parlide and the nitrogen toU(:hcd 
and overlapped, energy became availabh: from the fe rm i motion of the 
prolOns and neutrons in the nitrogen to overcome the binding energy of a 
proton in the alpha parti cle and it was emitted turni ng the a-part ide into 
a tritium nucleus (fi ssion) which then sorted itself out with the nitrogen to 
form I~O (fusion). 

3: When the a -panicle intruder arr ived on the doorstep of the nitrogen 
nucleus the arrival of the kinetic energy, plus if needed. fe rm i motion, 
eje<.:ted a proton from the nitrogen (fission) formi ng briefly, an isotope of 
carbon, and the a-~art i cle , heli um then joined with the carbon (fusion) to 
fo rm the eventual ; 0 isotope. 

I could go on and write down many more. Quantum mechanically, and 
there is no viable allernative at the present time, the whole process has to 
be described by a superposition of the wave-functions of the above and 
many more channels. If these were available as mathematical functions. 
the ampli tudes (comph:x functions wi th real and imaginary pan s) would 
have to be added together and then squared and mathematically integrated 
to get the total cross section. Mr Krivit fai led to do this when trying 10 
demolish what happened in Manchester in 1919, nOi that it would have 
helped him. 

The bottom li ne is that quantum mechanically, there is no billiard ball 
type process where one ball (nit rogen) simply changed colour (oxygen). 
Thi s is the basic nudcar physics argument why Krivit's paper complete 
fails to address the physics of what went on, qui te apan from his historical 
gaffes. The lack of understanding of nuclear physics is rather embarrass-
1I1 g. 

Rutherford was right, Perrin was right, Eddington was right. Marsden 
was right, Blackett was right, hut both the physics in Krivit's paper and his 
historical deductions arc complctely wrong. 
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